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Decision Tree and Random Forest Implementations
for Fast Filtering of Sensor Data

Sebastian Buschjäger and Katharina Morik

Abstract— With increasing capabilities of energy efficient
systems, computational technology can be deployed, virtually
everywhere. Machine learning has proven a valuable tool for
extracting meaningful information from measured data and
forms one of the basic building blocks of ubiquitous computing.
In high-throughput applications, measurements are rapidly taken
to monitor physical processes. This brings modern communi-
cation technologies to its limits. Therefore, only a subset of
measurements, the interesting ones, should be further processed
and possibly communicated to other devices. In this paper,
we investigate architectural characteristics of embedded systems
for filtering high-volume sensor data before further processing.
In particular, we investigate implementations of decision trees
and random forests for the classical von-Neumann comput-
ing architecture and custom circuits by the means of field
programmable gate arrays.

Index Terms— Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA),
Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning (ML), decision trees,
random forest.

I. INTRODUCTION

INFORMATION technology is more and more integrated
into every part of life, with applications ranging from

factory monitoring, scientific experiments to serving consumer
needs. Based on networking protocols and small, energy
efficient, embedded systems it is now possible to measure and
process data at virtually every place, at any time. In addition,
combining multiple embedded systems creates one large ubiq-
uitous computing system [1].

Once measurements are taken, one can either process infor-
mation locally at the sensing sensor or transmit measurements
to a central server. The first approach requires some processing
power on the local sensor nodes, whereas the second approach
requires a large network bandwidth.

In many applications, the interesting events are rare com-
pared to the volume of sensor measurements. One example
of such a high-throughput application arises in the context
of smart factories, where the current state of machinery is
concurrently monitored: Usually, a machine operates within its
operating characteristics and produces measurements accord-
ing to this normal state. These measurements only inform
about the machine working as expected. Once the machine
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reaches a state outside its operating characteristics, measure-
ments suddenly become very valuable to detect what happened
to the machinery.

Another example for such applications can be found in
modern astro-physics experiments, e.g. the First G-APD
Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) for which we develop methods.1

By analysing the gamma beams emitted by celestial objects,
physicists can derive further insight about the characteristics of
these objects. One challenge is the gamma-hadron separation,
where only 1 in 1000 or even 10000 measurements account
for an interesting gamma event, whereas the rest is produced
by background noise [2].

Both applications illustrate a skewed distribution. In order
to detect interesting events, a high sampling rate is required.
However, communication throughput is limited at the sensing
node and thus measurements need to be pre-filtered before
transmission to a central server, where data can be examined
more thoroughly.

The filtering of interesting vs. uninteresting events can
be viewed as a binary classification problem and therefore
Machine Learning seems to be a good fit for this problem [2].
In the presented context, we are interested in model application
and not model learning. Pre-filtering is a crucial step in
every application and thus needs to be trusted. Prediction
models produced by Machine Learning such as Neural Net-
works or the SVM can be difficult to interpret and thus cannot
be validated by a domain expert such as the machine operator
or the physicist in the above examples [3].

Decisions trees, on the other hand, are easy to interpret
and form a simple model, which can be reviewed by domain
experts [4]. Combining multiple decision trees in a random
forest [5] maintains this interpretability, but offers state-of-
the-art prediction accuracies. Therefore, we focus on random
forests for pre-filtering.

Sensor data are usually normalized as they can suffer from
offset errors as well as scaling errors (see e.g. [6]). In contrast,
decision trees can be trained on unnormalized data. This allows
us to filter out unwanted events based on raw data, without
prior feature processing. Only the reduced volume of the
filtered data is then normalized and used for further feature
processing on the central computation node.

Computation resources including energy can always be
viewed as limited resource. The more energy a computational
system needs, the more costly is its operation. The more
computational resources a given computation needs, the longer

1https://sfb876.de/fact-tools/
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the system needs to run and thus requires more energy leading
to increased costs.

Today’s hardware landscape offers a variety of small, energy
efficient devices with different computational architectures.
Application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) offer high
throughput with small energy consumption, but suffer from
static behaviour. In contrast, normalization constants depend
on the environment, e.g. the temperature. Consequently, deci-
sion trees as well as these constants may change due to
environmental changes. We identify ASICs as a non viable
option for massive sensor streams, because their behaviour
cannot be adapted to new situations.

Programmable hardware components, such as field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FGPAs), can be re-programmed during
runtime and thus can alter their functionality. Alternatively,
central processing units (CPU) in a von-Neumann computation
model interpret instructions, which can also be changed during
runtime. Therefore, we identify classical CPUs as well as
FPGAs as viable options for pre-filtering sensor data in small,
embedded systems [7].

Now, how to organize the analysis of massive sensor
streams, so that pre-filtering can be executed already on the
sensing devices? More specifically, which computing archi-
tecture enables a high throughput for filtering of raw sensor
data in resource-restricted computation nodes? In this paper
we investigate the relationship between Machine Learning and
hardware architecture for the analysis of sensor data. Our
contributions are the following.

• Comparison of FPGAs and CPUs: We compare FPGAs
and von-Neumann CPUs including those which offer
single instruction multiple data operations. We consider
a simple computational model for both architectures that
covers the specific characteristics of each architecture.

• Random Forests on FPGAs and CPUs: Based on
these computational models, we compare different imple-
mentations of random forests on both architectures. The
runtime of each implementation is derived on a theoretical
basis taking the skewed data distribution of wanted vs.
unwanted events into account.

• Architectural dependent code generation: We present
an architectural dependent code generation tool and
use this tool to validate the presented theoretical
model. We make our implementation available at https://
bitbucket.org/sbuschjaeger/arch-forest.

• Filtering in astro-particle physics: We recommend a
combination of hardware architecture and implementation
that is well suited for filtering sensor data directly where
they are measured. We illustrate our approach by a
real-world application, namely the FACT telescope that
recognizes gamma rays.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II we will
present related work. Then, we will introduce our notation for
skewed distributions in the context of decision trees, as well
as random forests.

In section IV, we will explain the von-Neumann architec-
ture, as well as FPGAs. Additionally, we present a simple
theoretical model to measure clock cycles and resources used
by different implementations.

After that, we will show different implementations of
decision trees and random forests for CPUs and FPGAs
in sections V and VI. Last, we will compare our theoretical
model to real world hardware and give a recommendation for
a combination of hardware and implementation in the context
of FACT in section VII. The paper concludes with a discussion
in section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Random forests and decision trees have been studied in the
context of CPUs and FPGAs, already. Narayanan et al. present
in [8] a method to compute the Gini score for decision tree
induction on FPGAs with a speed-up factor up to 5.5 com-
pared to a software implementation for CPUs. Unfortunately,
Narayanan et al. do not consider the application of learnt
models, but focus on model learning.

Van Essen et al. present in [9] a comprehensive study of dif-
ferent architectures for implementing random forests on CPUs,
FPGAs and GPUs. Based on the CATE algorithm for forest
induction presented in [10], the authors train a random forest
with decision trees of fixed height. By utilizing fixed-size
trees, the authors show an effective pipelining approach for
tree application on CPUs, FPGAs and GPUs. Unfortunately,
the authors only consider energy-hungry hardware, which can
be found in desktop and server systems, but not in embedded
systems. Additionally, the authors do not take modern CPU
vectorization units into account.

In [11], Saqib et al. present a hardware-software co-design
approach in which a software implementation of decision trees
is improved by an FPGA decision tree hardware accelerator.
The authors show a speed improvement in classification of
around 3.5 compared to a software-only solution. Even though
the authors propose a theoretical analysis of their FPGA imple-
mentation, they lack a thorough comparisons with CPUs. More
specifically, the authors compare their implementation against
a slow clocked Microblaze CPU without vectorization unit,
which does not represent the state-of-the-art in CPU hardware.

Barbareschi et al. present in [12] an implementation scheme
for random forests on FPGAs focusing on the fusion rule of a
random forest. The authors present a fast and energy efficient
way of computing a majority vote on FPGAs. Additionally,
they introduce an early prediction function, which estimates
the number of logic cells needed for a decision tree during tree
induction. The author do not compare their findings against a
software implementation.

Kim et al. present in [13] an implementation for binary
search trees using vectorization units on Intel CPUs and
compare their implementation against a GPU implementation.
The authors provide insight in how to tailor an implementation
to Intel CPUs by taking into account register sizes, cache
sizes as well as page sizes. A comparison with other CPU
manufactures or with FPGAs is missing.

III. DECISION TREES AND RANDOM FORESTS

We consider the filtering of sensor data a binary classifi-
cation problem. In binary classification problems, we want
to find a prediction model ̂f : X → {0, 1}, which predicts
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Fig. 1. Simple binary decision tree for 3-dimensional inputs. Classification
is performed by starting in the root node and compare the feature x2 of the
current input �x . If x2 ≤ 10 holds to be true, classification is continued at the
next level where the next comparison is performed. This process is continued
until a leaf node is reached.

the class ̂f (�x) for a given observation �x . In the following,
we assume that observations are generated using sensors con-
verting an analog measurement to an unnormalized unsigned
integer. Therefore, we assume that sensor measurements are
represented by a d-dimensional vector �xi ∈ N

d , where each
dimension represents a random variable, in other words, a
feature. Decision trees can be learnt form labelled training
data (�xi , yi )(i=1,...,N) where each tupel (�xi , yi ) consists of an
observation �xi ∈ X and the corresponding label yi ∈ {0,+1}
using one of many existing algorithms such as CART,
ID3, C4.5 [14]–[16].

In decision trees, the function ̂f is represented by a simple
tree structure, where comparisons are performed on each layer
and predictions are associated with leaf nodes. Starting from
the root node, one starts to compare the feature x j of the
current observation �x with a split value s j . Depending on the
outcome of this comparison, one either follows the left or right
path of the current node. This process is repeated until a leaf
node is reached and the prediction associated with the leaf is
returned. An example can be found in Figure 1.

To analyse the expected runtime of different decision tree
implementations, we want to use the following notation:
We assign a unique identifier to each node, so that we decide
at node i to either go to the left node j or right node k. Let
M denote the number of leafs in a decision tree, then there
are M different paths from the root node to a leaf. Every
observation takes exactly one path l(�x) from the root node
to one leaf. Please note, that all comparisons performed on a
path depend on each other: at one node, we decide at which
child to look in order to know which comparison we need to
evaluate next.

The number of comparisons performed during a path effec-
tively indicates the classification speed: The less comparisons
we need to perform, the faster we can classify the given obser-
vation �x . By assuming a certain distribution of observations,
we can calculate the expected number of comparisons needed
for a given tree.

We consider the comparison at node i a Bernoulli experi-
ment in which we will take the path towards the left child j
with probability pi→ j . The probability to take the path towards
the right child k is then given by pi→k . The probabilities pi→ j

and pi→k can be estimated during training by simply counting
the number of examples at each node i taking the left and right
path. Furthermore, it holds that pi→ j = 1 − pi→k . Hence,
following a path consists of a series of Bernoulli experiments
l = (p0→i1 , pi1→i2 , pi2→i3 , . . . , piL−1→iL ). The probability to
take path l for a given observation �x is then given by

p(l) = p0→i1 · · · · · piL−1,L =
L

∏

j=0

l j

Please note, that we drop the argument �x of l if we are
not interested in one specific observation �x . Since a tree
has multiple paths, we again use a unique identifier i to
denote a specific path li in the tree with their associated
probability p(li ). In this notation, path li has length Li .
Therefore, the expected number of comparisons in a tree is
given by

E[L] =
M

∑

i=1

p(li ) · Li

Decision trees tend to overfit, i.e., they learn a way to
represent the presented data effectively, without extracting
real knowledge. In the extreme case, a decision tree classifies
exactly one training data point per layer and thus has a height
of N . On the training data, the decision tree will never give
a wrong prediction. However, new, yet unseen observations
seldomly match the training data and thus often receive a
wrong prediction. In order to deal with this problem, decision
tree induction algorithms such as CART, ID3 or C4.5 also
include some pruning strategy.

Additionally, it can be shown that the combination of mul-
tiple, different models into one larger model also prevents the
method from overfitting. These ensembles of many, relatively
weak classifiers outperform a larger, more complex model.
Random Forests combine decision trees with ensembles by
training NT rees decision trees, each on a different subset
of features and observations. Thus, Random Forests do not
suffer from over-fitting and offer state-of-the art classification
accuracies on real-world problems [5].

Alternatively, one can use techniques such as bag-
ging or boosting to create a forest of decision trees with sim-
ilar characteristics also offering state-of-the-art classification
accuracy [17], [18].

In order to produce a single prediction from multiple trees,
one can use a suitable fusion rule. In this paper, we consider
the majority vote, which returns the class that most individual
classifiers predict.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL ARCHITECTURES

Today’s hardware landscape offers many different proces-
sors and embedded computing devices with different char-
acteristics and unique strengths and weaknesses. A thorough
analysis of this landscape can only be performed for a specific
task taking given requirements into account. Additionally,
hardware manufactures are releasing new hardware every year
making such an analysis quickly outdated.

In order to keep the following discussion as general as
possible, we present a simple model of computation and use
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the von-Neumann architecture. The communication bus
connects main memory and cache, which again is connected with the CPU.
The CPU performs arithmetic logical operations on register values using the
arithmetic logical unit (ALU). Vectorization instructions are performed by
the vectorization unit on special vector registers. A control logic administers
register accesses and instruction execution.

it throughout this paper to assess different implementations of
decision trees and random forests.

We first present a theoretical model for von-Neumann CPUs
and then for FPGAs.

A. Von-Neumann Architecture

The vast majority of CPUs are implemented using the von-
Neumann architecture, in which code and data resides in the
same memory. A comprehensive study of von-Neumann CPUs
can be found in [7]. A sketch of the von-Neumann architecture
is depicted in Figure 2. Code and data are fetched using a
common communication bus. The control logic of the CPU
decodes instructions and loads data into registers, accordingly.
Operations are performed on these registers and results are
written back into the main memory using the communication
bus if needed. Since the common communication bus is used
for data and instruction codes, it forms the bottleneck of
the von-Neumann architecture. Moreover, an effect known as
memory wall manifested over the years: With increasing man-
ufacturing capabilities, CPUs have become faster and faster
nearly doubling their processing power every 2 years. Memory
access speed as well as memory transfer rates, however, could
not keep up with this rapid speed-up, making access to main
memory a magnitude slower than data processing inside the
CPU (see [19]).

In a classical von-Neumann architecture, instructions are
clocked, i.e., the execution of each instruction is synchronized
to a common clock. von-Neumann CPUs are inherently a
single instruction, single data (SISD) system, in which one

instruction performs one operation on one data item per
clock. In order to cope with data and computation intensive
applications several extensions for von-Neumann CPUs have
been introduced. In our theoretical model we will consider the
following ones.

• Memory hierarchy: Memory is arrange in hierarchies,
so that instructions and data can be fetched from different
hierarchy levels. On the lower hierarchy levels, small but
fast memory such as caches can be found, whereas on
higher hierarchy levels, larger but slower memory such
as main memory is placed.

• Parallelized memory access: CPUs perform operations
on packs of bits called words. The word-size of a CPU
thus denotes how fine-grained a CPU can access indi-
vidual bits. In order to reduce address lookup, memory
access is performed on packs of words in which each
memory access loads neighbouring words.

• Vectorization: With more and more transistors available,
more specialized hardware can be added to the same
CPU circuit. Therefore, many CPUs offer additional
single instruction multiple data operations (SIMD). These
vectorization units use special registers and instructions,
which perform a single operation on multiple data items,
at the same time.

Given these optimizations in CPUs, we can formulate a
more up to date theoretical model for the von-Neumann
architecture found in today’s hardware. We formalize the
instructions available to this theoretical CPU together with the
number of clocks needed to execute the instructions. Although
we tried to keep this theoretical instruction set architecture
close to existing real-world hardware, we do not restrict
ourselves to instructions that are available in every CPU.
A comparison between our theoretical model and real-world
hardware can be found in section VII-A.

The CPU is connected via a common communication bus to
main memory as well as peripheral devices. The CPU operates
on words of size sw and has registers of the same size. A cache
with size Mc is used, which is organised in cache lines with
size sc which are a multiple of sw .

The vectorization unit operates on vectorization registers
with size sv = v · sw, where v denotes the degree of
vectorization. load and store instructions can be used load
and store values from the cache. In case of vectorization units,
the load operation can only load continuous memory from the
cache into the vector register.

If we want to load values from different, non-continuous
memory locations, we first need to store the corresponding
memory addresses into one vector register using the load
instruction. Once the addresses are present in one register,
we can use a gather instruction to load the values placed at the
different memory addresses into one vector register. In order
to extract scalar values from the vector registers, we can load
specific lanes from the register unit.

The results of vector comparisons are saved into the vector
register. Since the outcome of a single comparison can be
saved using one bit, we only need v bits to save the vector
comparison. In order to access these v comparison bits, we use
an extract instruction, loading the v comparison bits into
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Fig. 3. Configurable logic blocks (CLB) of FPGAs. The logic block shown
consists of a look-up table with 4 inputs and one flip-flop. Thus, it can
represent any boolean function with 4 inputs or save 1 bit.

a scalar register. For arrays, we assume that they are stored in
continuous memory. Memory access on arbitrary indices can
also be performed with a single load operation, if the specific
index is saved in a register.

Our theoretical CPU is also clocked. We denote the clock
frequency with CC PU . To further simplify our analysis,
we assume that the complete random forest will fit into the
cache and we will operate only on elements saved in the regis-
ters as well as in the cache. Additionally, we use the following
cost model:

• load: Accessing a specific word of size sw already
present in the cache takes one clock cycle. Loading
continuous memory into a vector register also takes one
clock cycle. Loading words smaller than sw require one
load instruction and an additional lane access to extract
smaller words.

• gather: The gather instruction takes one clock cycle.
• store: Saving one data item of size sw or smaller inside

the cache takes one clock cycle. Saving a vector register
into continuous memory also takes one clock cycle.

• compare: Comparisons in von-Neumann architectures
consists of two operations. First, the comparison is per-
formed taking one clock cycle. Then, a conditional jump
to the next instruction based on the outcome of the
comparison is executed, taking another cycle.

• arithmetic and logic operations: Boolean operations,
as well as accessing specific parts of vectorization regis-
ters take one clock cycle.

B. Custom Architectures

FPGAs are reconfigurable hardware, i.e., their functionality
is encoded in hardware which can be reprogrammed before
and even during execution.

Logic gates are combined with flip-flops into configurable
logic cells (cf. Figure 3). Each logic cell contains a truth table
of size 2t saving a boolean function f : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}.
By programming the logic table, a logic block can image every
boolean function of size t . Alternatively, a configurable logic
block (CLB) can be configured to act as memory, if necessary.

In order to achieve more complex circuits, the CLBs are
connected to each other by signal routes. Signal routing
between logic cells is performed by flip-flops and transistors
that statically enable or disable signal routes (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Signal routing in FPGAs. Each crossing has 6 transistor attached to
it, which control each of the lanes. Transistors are programmed using a 1 bit
SRAM cell.

The functional logic of the FPGA can be fully specified
by programming the look-up tables and flip-flops for signal
routing, effectively making the FPGA a reconfigurable circuit.
FPGAs are functional complete [20].

FPGAs are essentially free to image every architecture
needed for a given problem. This freedom, however, comes
along with two major disadvantages. FPGAs only have lim-
ited resources and must mimic logic gates with truth tables.
Therefore, even though FPGAs are functional complete in
theory, they cannot express every function due to resource
constraints. Second, FPGAs perform operations at a much
lower speed than CPUs do, since they do not implement
logic gates directly. In order to cope with these limitations
several extensions for FPGAs have been introduced, from
which we will cover the following ones in our theoretical
model (cf. [21], [22]):

• Block memory: Configurable logic blocks are a valu-
able processing resources, they should not be used as
memory, if possible. Therefore, FPGAs usually contain
an additional block memory which can be used to save
intermediate values. Access speed is similar to caches in
CPUs.

• DSP units: Often, standard tasks such as addition or mul-
tiplication must be performed. Therefore, FPGAs offer
dedicated digital signal processing units (DSP) perform-
ing these kinds of tasks if desired to save logic blocks.

Since FPGAs can be used to build any hardware architec-
ture, they do not operate on fixed words. Data access and
computation can be tailored specifically for the given task at
hand. Additionally, it is not required that FPGAs are clocked.
Note, however, that block memory as well as DSP units are
implemented in fixed hardware and thus use a standardized
clocked interface.

For a fair comparison, we take into account that the CLBs
are a scarce resource. We model the accesses to block ram
also with load instructions, which - in case of a CPU - are
already given by the instruction set architecture of the CPU.
In case of FPGAs, these instructions need to be implemented.
Assuming we want to access a specific entry i inside an array
arr [i ], we need to compute the address of that element first
in order to issue the corresponding load instruction.
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Given the array is stored continuously in the block ram
starting at address arr and it contains data items of size
s, the address of arr [i ] is given by arr + i · s. Thus,
we need to implement summation and multiplication for
address resolution. Integer summation and multiplication is
a well-studied problem in literature and many solutions such
as carry-look-ahead adder, Ladner-fisher adder or Wallce trees
exist (see e.g. [7, Appendix I] or [23, Ch. 12]). Additionally,
the FPGAs DSP elements may already offer a corresponding
multiply-accumulate operation in fixed hardware. Therefore,
we assume that we can implement the address resolution
mechanism with a constant delay of one clock cycle using
at most raddr CLB resources.

If we want to compare a single bit against a constant value
0 or 1, we can utilize the fact, that FPGAs can address arbitrary
bit length. More formally, we need to realise a function
eq : {0, 1}2 → {0, 1}, which can be implemented using req = 1
CLBs given that t ≥ 2.

In order to compute the inequality a ≤ b of two unsigned
integers a = (a1a2 . . . asw) and b = (b1b2 . . . bsw) we need to
implement a boolean function le : {0, 1}2sw → {0, 1}. To do
so, we can observe, that the comparisons between ai and bi

is independent from any other comparison of a j and b j in a
and b, given i �= j . Therefore, we can build a tree structure,
in which packs of t/2 bits of a and t/2 bits of b are fed into
the same CLB. Then, we can merge the output of the t CLBs
and feed its output into the next layer. We repeat the process
until the remaining inputs fit into one CLB.

More precisely, we build a tree with nl = � 2·sw
t 	 leafs and

t children per node. The number of inner nodes ni can be
determined by observing:

ni − nl =
logt (nl )−1

∑

k=0

= tlogt (l) − 1 = nl − 1

Therefore, the number of internal nodes is ni = 2 ·nl −1. This
leads to a total of

rle = ni + nl = 2 ·
⌈

2 · sw

t

⌉

+ 1 +
⌈

2 · sw

t

⌉

=
⌈

6 · sw

t

⌉

+ 1

CLBs required to implement the comparison of two sw-bit
unsigned integers.

In CPUs, we need to perform conditional jumps based on
the outcome of the comparisons. In the case of FPGAs, we can
use the 1-bit output of the comparison to control the functional
units directly. Thus, the comparison combined with branching
a only need one clock cycle in FPGAs. Realising a register
of size sw takes sw CLBs, as each CLB can store up to one
bit. Realising a constant of sw bit can be achieved using

⌈ sw
t

⌉

truth tables.
In summary, we assume that the FPGA is running with

a clock frequency C F PG A and the following operations are
available:

• load: Loading a specific word of size sw from the block
memory takes two clock cycle (address resolution and
actual memory access) and uses raddr resources.

• load: Loading arbitrary words from registers realised with
CLBs take one clock.

• load: Loading constant words takes zero clocks.
• store: Storing a specific word of size sw in the block

memory takes two clock cycle and uses raddr resources.
• store: Storing arbitrary words in register realised with

CLBs take one clock cycle.
• store: Storing a sw-bit constant value in a register is

performed in zero clock cycles and requires sw CLBs
(on CLB saves one bit).

• compare: Comparisons are performed using one clock
cycle. Comparison against a constant single-bit value
needs req CLBs, whereas comparison of two sw-bit
integers rle CLBs require.

The reader might wonder why loading a constant word
inside the FPGA takes zero clock cycles. In order to execute
a specific operation, the corresponding functional unit needs
to load the desired operands first. If, however, one operand
is a constant value, we can directly hard-wire this constant
value into the functional unit. Therefore, loading of constant
operands is not required leading to a clock delay of zero
clocks.

Because FPGAs do not offer the possibility to perform
address resolution combined with loading in one instruction,
the access to block memory is slower compared to CPUs.
In contrast, FPGAs offer the possibility to perform multiple
instructions in parallel. To encourage this property, we will
allow up to two concurrent accesses to block memory in one
clock.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF RANDOM FORESTS ON

VON-NEUMANN ARCHITECTURES

It goes without saying, that when implementing random
forests effectively on the given hardware, one has to consider
the underlying computational model. We will first focus on
implementing decision trees and then discuss the implemen-
tation of a majority vote.

A. Naive Implementation

Decision trees are closely related to binary search trees and
thus implementations can be found in nearly every entry level
computer science book (see e.g. [24]). Typically, the nodes of a
tree are represented as a single entity containing the split value,
a pointer to the children, as well as the prediction. An exam-
ple of this entity can be found in Figure 5. We explicitly
denote the corresponding data types to model the size of the
node.

boolean_t denotes a boolean data type. All other types
represent an unsigned integer of necessary size. Since loading
words smaller than sw requires an extra lane access, we align
the size of each data type towards sw. Thus, if values below
2sw need to be represented, they are stored inside a variable
of size sw . If values above 2sw need to be represented, we can
store them in the next smallest multiple of sw necessary.

The complete size of a node is given by sn = 2·boolean_t+
f eature_t+spli t_t+2·node_t . For the following, we assume
that data types fit into scalar registers of size sw , thus only
one load instruction is necessary to access each field of a
node.
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Fig. 5. Implementation of single decision tree node for the naive imple-
mentation. Please note, that the fields leftChild and rightChild point
towards the next entry in the tree array.

Fig. 6. Implementation of the prediction for a single decision tree based on
a naive approach.

A tree is represented by all its nodes, which can be saved
in a simple array structure. The variables le f tChild and
rightChild point to the next index in that array.

For prediction, one can traverse the tree starting from index
zero until a leaf is reached. Let tree[i ] denote node i in the
array tree, then we may access may access a field of node
i by writing tree[i ]. f ield . Please note, that if i is already
present inside a register, we allow load instructions directly
on tree[i ]. f ield with one clock cycle.

A naive approach implementation can be found in Figure 6.
First we initialize the intermediate register i to zero and

load the field tree[0].isLeaf into another intermediate
register r1 (line 2 and 3). Then we compare the contents of
register r1 against false (line 4). If we have not reached
a leaf yet, we start to execute the while-loop. In essence,
we need to compare the current split point tree[i ].spli t
with the corresponding feature value x[tree[i ]. f eature].
In order to access x[tree[i ]. f eature], we first need to load
tree[i ]. f eature into register r1 and then load x[r1] into the
same register (line 5 − 6). Additionally, we load tree[i ].spli t
into register r2. Once r1 and r2 contain the desired values,
we can compute the comparison and branch accordingly
(line 8 − 11). Depending on the outcome of the
branch, we update i either with tree[i ].le f tChild or
tree[i ].rightChild . In the end of each loop iteration, we need
to update the content of register r1 with tree[i ].i sLea f
(line 13).

Fig. 7. Implementation of the prediction for a single decision tree based
on unfolding the complete tree in its if-else structure. Please note, that
c_1,c_2,s_1,s_2 are constants in the source code.

Once a leaf node is reached, the corresponding prediction
is returned. The number of clock cycles needed for each
instruction is depicted at the end of each line. Notice, that
we either need to update register i with the left or right child
taking the same time and. Thus one pass through the loop
uses a total of 9 clock cycles. Given the expected number of
comparisons E[L] we see that one prediction for a tree takes

cNaive
C PU = 9 · E[L] + 3

clock cycles in total.

B. If-Else-Trees

In the naive implementation, the CPU indirectly accesses
the field tree[i ]. f eature to load the corresponding feature
value from x . This increases the number of clocks needed,
reducing the overall throughput.

Hence, we exploit the observation, that tree[i ]. f eature and
tree[i ].threshold are already known at compile time, which
enables us to unroll the tree in its if-else structure and
replacing tree[i ]. f eature and tree[i ].threshold respectively
by their constant values c_i and s_i . Now, the CPU does
not need to access tree[i ]. f eature, but can directly load the
necessary feature x[c_i ]. Figure 7 shows a scheme of this
approach.

This approach does not require intermediate values to be
saved, but only two registers are needed for every compar-
ison (see line 2, 3 or line 5, 6). Since c_i is a constant,
there is no need to compute the address for accessing x ,
but the CPU can directly load the array entry x[c_i ] needed.
Once the corresponding split value s_i is also loaded into
an intermediate register, the comparison can be performed
(line 4 and line 7). After this, both registers are free to be
used by the next i f −branch. Once a leaf node is reached, the
prediction is given by a constant true or false which is
loaded into an register for the functions caller to use.

For every i f −branch taken, there are 4 operations and
thus 4 clocks needed. Taking the expected height of the tree
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Fig. 8. Implementation of single decision tree node for a SIMD implemen-
tation. Each node saves the v child nodes on the most probable prediction
path as well as its splits and feature values.

Fig. 9. Implementation of the prediction for a single decision tree based on
a naive approach.

into account, we see that if-else trees are expected to need

ci f −else
C PU = 4 · E[L] + 1

clock cycles.

C. SIMD Implementation

If-trees reduce memory accesses, but still need to per-
form E[L] comparisons to traverse the tree. The vectorization
unit of the CPU can perform up to v comparisons in one
clock cycle and thus offers the possibility to traverse a tree
in only E[L]

v cycles in the best case. As already mentioned,
Kim et al. presented a SIMD implementation in [13], which
we will use a basis here.

In order to utilize vector the instructions, we store up to v
feature indices, v split values and v children in one node
as shown in Figure 8. Since we built these structures during
compile-time, we can place them in continuous memory and
thus load them into the vectorization register in just one cycle.

Figure 9 shows how the prediction can be performed. First,
one loads the v split values as well as the indices for the
features into vector register v1 and v2. Second, we need
to load all the corresponding feature values from �x into
another register v2. Since we cannot guarantee that we need
a continuous part of �x , we need to gather different parts of �x
using the gather instruction. Third, we can perform the actual
comparison, which is saved into an vector register of size sv .
Since we are only interested into the v bits corresponding to
the comparison, we can use the extract instruction to extract

a bitmask of size v. Last, we can reinterpret this bitmask as
index and use it to access the next child node in the tree.
Unfortunately, we cannot access tree[i ].nextChildren[mask]
directly, since we would need to perform two array look-ups in
one instruction. Thus, we need to split this indirect access and
first load the base address tree[i ].nextChildren into register
r1 and then perform the actual lookup depending on r1.

One pass through the while−loop takes 10 cycles. Initial-
ization takes again 2 cycles and returning the prediction takes
another clock cycles. The question remains, how many loop
iterations are expected to be performed for a tree.

1) Depth-First Comparison: Given we have a skewed dis-
tribution of positive and negative labels inside the decision
tree, there might be a path l from the root node to a leaf
node which is taken the majority of the time. In other words,
the probability of using a path l may be much higher than any
other path, thus p(l) >> p(l ′) ∀l ′ �= l.

We can utilize this fact, by performing v comparisons on the
most probable path l. Then, in the best case, we can skip up to
v comparisons if the first v nodes of l match the first v nodes
in l(�x). However, in sub-optimal cases where only the first
u < v nodes of both paths match, we can only skip the first
u nodes. In the worst case, only the first nodes in both paths
match and thus we effectively performed only one comparison.
Therefore, we call this type of comparison strategy a depth-
first comparison, in which we always perform v comparisons
on the most probable path of the tree.

The number of loop iterations we expect to perform can be
expressed as the number of successful Bernoulli experiments
in a row. Let l denote the most probable path in the tree and
let l[0 : i ] denote the sub-path of l which is given by the first
i comparisons, then the number of expected loop iterations is
given by the sum of every sub-path in l:

ES I M D[l] =
L

∑

i=1

pl[0:i] · i

This leads us to an expected number of clock cycles needed:

cdepth− f irst
C PU = 10 · E[L]

min(v, ES I M D)

2) Breadth-First Comparison: In a depth-first comparison,
we try to skip up to v comparisons in one clock cycle. This
approach works well, if there are only a few paths in the tree
which are taken the majority of the time. If the decision tree
is more balanced, we are more likely to take different paths
with each observation �x and thus will effectively only perform
one comparison per clock.

In order to utilize SIMD instructions in a more controlled
way, we can perform multiple comparisons on different paths
in the same instruction. We can do this, because each node in
the tree has only 2 children. Regardless of the outcome of the
comparison at a parent node, we will have to perform one of
the two comparisons given by the children.

Thus, if we perform the comparison at the current node,
as well as both children with one vectorization instruction,
we make sure, that two of tree comparisons are useful. More
formally, we are guaranteed to skip at least �log2(v+1) com-
parisons with one instruction. In case v is not a exponential
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Fig. 10. Implementation of a majority vote.

of 2, we still have some comparison entries left in the vectors.
We can use the remaining m = v − (2�log2(v+1) − 1) slots
in the vectorization units and use them to perform the most
probable comparisons on the next layer. Given the highest
probabilities p1, . . . , pm of that layer, we will match one of
the comparisons needed with expectation

∑m
i=1 pi . This leads

us in total to an expected number clock cycles needed for a
breadth-first approach of

cbreadth− f irst
C PU = 10 · E[L]

�log2(v + 1) + ∑m
i=1 pi

D. Random Forest Implementation

So far, we discussed the implementation of decision trees.
We can use these implementations as building blocks to
implement a random forest, by performing every prediction
successively and by keeping track of the current vote count.

Figure 10 shows the implementation of a majority vote.
First, we create an array with 2 elements for counting every
single vote and initialize it with zeros (line 3 − 4). Then,
we perform the prediction using the first tree and save the
result in an intermediate register r1 (lines 5 and 6). The
prediction of this tree is used to address the array location for
the vote count and update the count accordingly (lines 7 − 8).
This procedure is repeated for every tree in the random forest.
In the end, we need to load the two vote counts and compare
them with each other (line 14 − 16). Please note, that in case
we have equal vote counts, we will predict false, meaning
we do not want to filter the given data item �x , but further
process it.

Let cm
i denote the number of cycles needed for method m

and tree i , then we need a total number of cycles for the
majority vote of:

Ctotal
C PU = 2 +

Ntrees
∑

i=1

cm
i + 3 = 5 +

Ntrees
∑

i=1

cm
i

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF RANDOM FORESTS ON FPGAs

Field programmable gate arrays offer reconfigurable hard-
ware and thus do not offer any computing architecture, but are
free to mimic every architecture needed. In an naive approach,
we can simply reuse the implementations presented to far and
find the same theoretical conclusions as discussed.

This however, would not take the very flexible nature of
FPGAs into account. First, it has to be noted, that register
accesses do not need to be aligned towards given word sizes
sw or vector sizes sv , but they can exactly be tailored to the
problem at hand. Thus, we can use the same node entity
depicted in Figure 5, but can also tailor the corresponding
data sizes exactly to the specific problem at hand.

Similar to the CPU implementation, we assume that the
complete random forest fits into block ram on the FPGA and
thus, we only operate on block memory or the logic blocks of
the FPGA.

A. Naive Implementation

First, we analyse the naive implementation shown
in Figure 6 for FPGAs. The initialization before the
while−loop can be executed during power-on of the FPGA
and thus takes no time (line 2 − 3).

Unlike for the CPU, we can issue two load instructions at
the same time on the FPGA, but each load takes two clock
cycles because of address resolution. Thus, we can perform the
first load operations on r1 and r2 in parallel (line 5 and 6).
However, the remaining load instructions depend on each
other and thus need to be executed in sequence, leading to
a sequence of 4 load instructions inside the while−loop.
Additionally, two comparisons are performed (line 4 and 8),
which take 1 clock cycle each, leading to:

C Naive
F PG A = (0 + 2 · 4 + 2) · E[L] + 1 = 10 · E[L] + 1

In order to estimate the resources used by this implemen-
tation, we observer that two functional units for comparisons
and two functional units for address resolution are needed.
Additionally, 3 registers are needed giving a total of

r Naive = 2 · raddr + 3 · sw + req + rle

resources used by this implementation.

B. If-Else Implementation

In the naive implementation we observer, that memory
access is a costly operation since we have to perform
address resolution first. Similar to the CPU implementation,
we can bypass this problem if we unroll the tree in its
i f − else−structure as depicted in Figure 7.

We observe, that we need to access a constant s_i , which
is known at compile time. Similar we see, that we need to
access x[c_i ], where c_i is also a constant. Thus, the memory
address of x[c_i ] is known at compile time and no address
resolution unit is required.

So far, we implicitly assumed that the observation �x has
already been copied into the CPUs cache and the FPGAs block
memory. It is reasonable to assume, that we could instead
copy it directly into the FPGA CLBs cells, because we need
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to communicate with the FPGAs in any case.2 Then, we can
hard-wire the entries in �x and their split values s_i directly
into the corresponding comparators. This way, the operands for
comparison do not need to be loaded, but only the comparison
itself need to be performed taking 1 clock cycle in total:

ci f −else
F PG A = E[L] + 1

Since we hard-wire constants into the comparison blocks,
we cannot reuse any comparison unit and thus have to imple-
ment the comparison of every node of the complete tree.
Additionally, we need to store all split values s_i as well as
the entire observation �x inside the CLBs of the FPGA.Given
we implement a tree with n nodes, we need

r i f −else
F PG A = n · rle + n ·

⌈sw

t

⌉

+ d · sw

resources.

C. SIMD Implementation

FPGAs are well suited for vector operations and thus the
SIMD implementation of the CPU can directly be mapped
onto the FPGA as presented in Figure 9. In order to access v
features at once, we again store the complete tree using the
FPGAs CLBs. However, unlike i f − else trees, we need to
keep track of the current node i and issue load instructions
towards the memory generated using CLBs. Thus, memory
access still has a delay of two clock cycles.

Again, the number of expected loop iteration depends on the
comparison strategy. However, the number of clock cycles per
iteration is different. The two load operations before entering
the while−loop can be performed during power-on and thus
require no clock cycles (line 2, 3). Loading values into register
v1 and v2 can be performed in parallel (line 5, 6) taking
2 cycles. Additionally, we need to gather the entries in x ,
taking another 2 cycles. The comparisons in line 4 and 8
can be performed and one clock cycle each. Generating the
corresponding bitmask from the comparison is for free on the
FPGA, since we can hard-wire the comparison bits directly it
into the next functional unit. After that, 3 loading operations
are performed in sequence, leading to a total of 12 clock
cycles.

Looking at the resource consumption of this implementa-
tion, we can observer that we need a total of v functional units
for address lookup, since the gather instructions performs v
lookups in parallel. Also, we need to perform v comparisons
using v comparators. Additional, another comparator, which
compares r1 against a fixed value is required. Last, we need
to materialize all nodes, as well as the vector registers and
r1 and i with the FPGAs logic cells leading to a total of:

r S I M D
F PG A = v · raddr + v · rle + v · req + n · nodet + 2 · v · sw

+2 · sw + d · sw

D. DNF Implementation

So far, we mapped CPU implementations on FPGAs, not
taking the FPGAs flexible nature into account. To do so,

2Assuming �x is always copied into the block ram due to hardware
constraints, we can load it into the FPGAs CLBs in d

2 clock cycles.

Fig. 11. Implementation of a decision tree by its DNF structure.

we can formulate an extreme case of the SIMD trees, in which
we perform all comparisons in one clock cycle.

This can be done, by observing two things: First, the com-
parisons in a tree do not depend on each other. Only once
we perform the actual prediction, we need to traverse the tree.
Thus, we can perform all comparisons given �x first and then
traverse the tree given the pre-computed comparisons. Second,
a tree can be represented by a disjunctive normal form (DNF).
In a disjunctive normal form, a boolean function is represented
as a series of conjunctions connected by disjunctions. We can
view the comparison performed at node i as boolean variable,
which is either true or false. Then, a particular path from
the root node to a leaf is represented as conjunction of all -
possibly inverted - comparisons on that path.

Let ci denote the comparison for node i , the DNF of the tree
depicted in Figure 1 is for example cx2 ∨ (¬cx2 ∧¬cx3 ∧ cx1).

The DNF for a given tree is independent of the specific
observation �x , but only depends on the structure of the
tree. Thus, we can pre-compute the DNF formula for a tree
and possibly optimize it by the means of boolean function
minimization using e.g. the Quine-McCluskey algorithm [25].

Figure 11 shows an implementation of this approach. Simi-
lar to the i f −else trees, we can store the observation �x inside
the FPGAs CLBs and hard-wire the split values and features
directly into the comparators.

Thus, given n nodes in the tree, we have to perform n
comparisons in parallel taking only 1 clock cycles. The DNF
computation of a tree thus consists of three operations. First,
necessary variables need to be inverted, then conjunctions
are computed and finally the disjunction can be evaluated.
In an naive approach this takes 3 clock cycles, but since the
tree structure is known, we can directly encode this into the
look-up tables of the FPGA in a similar fashion as explained
in sectionVI-B. Thus, computing the DNF takes only one clock
cycle. Adding another clock cycle for returning the prediction
value, we see, that DNF-Trees only need

cDN F
F PG A = 3

clock cycles.
In order to traverse the complete tree in only one clock

cycle, we traded run-time for space. In short, we need n
comparators performing comparisons in parallel. Additionally,
we need n sw bits to materialize all split values using the
FPGAs CLBs and d · sw bits to store the observation �x .

Computing the DNF for the tree can be viewed as
computing a boolean function with 2E[L] input variables
DN F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. As already explained in section IV-B,
we can distribute this across multiple logic blocks. In total, this
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implementations needs

r DN F
S I M D = n · rle + n · sw + d · sw +

⌈

6 · n

t

⌉

+ 1

resources.

E. Random Forest Implementation

For FPGAs we will follow the same general procedure as
for von-Neumann CPUs shown in Figure 10 to implement the
majority vote. However, unlike CPUs, FPGAs do not need to
execute trees in sequence, but can execute the trees in fully
parallel.

Every tree computes a prediction either corresponding to
true or f alse, which can be stored in a single bit, which
then can be interpreted as bit vector with NT rees bits. In order
to compute the majority vote, we need to count the number
of 1-bits inside this bit vector. This is known as the hamming
weight of a bit vector and has been studied in literature [26].

Similar to comparing two integers, the hamming weight of
a bit vector with NT rees bits can be implemented using rham =
�log2(NT rees + 1)	 CLBs, taking one clock cycle to complete
its operation. After that, we can compare the value against
⌊ NT rees

2

⌋

, also taking one clock cycle requiring rle resources.
Thus, the total clock delay of a random forest given method
m is given by:

C F PG A
total = Cm

F PG A + 2

The amount of resources used is given by:

r F PG A
total = rm + rham + rle

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we want to evaluate our findings and present
a recommendation for FACT.

First of all, it has to be noted that the theoretical model
presented can be used to compare different implementations
in terms of resources and clock cycles needed, but does not
entirely reflect the run-time on real-world hardware.

von-Neumann CPUs are usually pipelined and thus may
perform multiple instructions at the same time. Addition-
ally, we did not incorporate caching effects into the model.
In case of FPGAs, our model is closer to real-world hardware.
However, it has to be mentioned that it is possible to imple-
ment circuits, which theoretical fit onto the FPGA, but cannot
be routed by the synthesis tool. Our model does not reflect this.
Also, we do not include boolean optimizations performed by
the synthesis tool in our model.

A. From Theory to Real-World Hardware

In this section, we want to provide evidence, that our
theoretical model matches real-world hardware. To do so,
we shortly discuss the specifics of selected real world hardware
and compare it against the theoretical model we presented.

1) X86 CPUs: A large portion of CPUs available today
implement the X86 instruction set architecture (ISA), which
mainly targets server and desktop systems. An overview of the
X86 instruction set architecture supported by Intel CPUs can
be found in [27].

In today’s X86 implementations, we find scalar registers
with 64 bit and vectorization register ranging from 128 bit
up to 512 bit. Loading values into scalar register is achieved
using the M OV instruction, which supports address resolution
for memory access in one clock cycle. Similar, vectorization
registers are loaded using one of the many vectorial coun-
terparts of the M OV instruction, e.g. M OV DQ A in the
SSE extension.

Performing scalar comparison is achieved by first perform-
ing a comparison using the C M P instruction and then by
performing the corresponding jump to the next code segment,
e.g. using the je (jump-if-equal) instruction.

Performing vectorial comparisons can be implemented by
using the corresponding vector instructions - in case of SSE for
example PC M PGT B . The resulting bitmask can be extracted
using the M OV M SK PS instruction in SSE.

The support for gather instructions is available with the
Advanced Vector Extensions 2 (AVX 2), which is for example
implemented in Intel Haswell CPUs. Concluding this short
summary, we are confident, that our theoretical model captures
the characteristics of X86 CPUs.

2) ARM CPUs: The majority of CPUs used in mobile and
embedded systems implement the ARM instruction set archi-
tecture which is specifically designed for embedded systems.
An overview of the ARM ISA can be found in [28].

Until 2011 the ARM ISA supported 32 bit, but switched
then towards 64 bit registers. A vectorization extension called
NEON with 128 bit registers is also available.

Similar to the X86 architecture, M OV instructions are used
to load memory content into registers. The M OV instruction
may perform address resolution and thus can also load memory
content in one clock cycle.

In order to load content into the vectorization registers,
the V L D instruction can be used. Comparisons work the
same as in X86 CPUs: First the comparison is performed
using the C M P instruction and then a conditional jump
is performed, e.g. using the B LT instruction. In case of
vector comparison, the NEON extension provides a V C M P
instruction. Unfortunately, there is no dedicated instruction
to extract the comparisons bitmask. This instruction must be
emulated with individual lane accesses on the registers. Also,
there is no gather instruction in NEON. In summary, we think
that the proposed model captures most of the characteristics
of modern ARM CPUs. However, it has to be noted, that
vectorization instructions do not match exactly.

3) Xilinx FPGAs: As one of the largest FPGA manufac-
tures, Xilinx offers variety of different FPGA models [22].

Xilinx combines 4 look-up tables with 6 inputs and 1 output
into one CLB and offers models with 2000 to 33650 CLBs.
Additionally, between 720kb to 13140kb block memory is
available. Block memory is implemented in 36kb dual-port
memory cells, meaning two separate 18 kb address spaces
can be accessed at the same time.

Adding to this, 40 to 740 DSP elements including an pre-
adder, a multiplier, an adder as well as an accumulator are
available.

Therefore, we are confident, that the presented theoretical
model captures the characteristics of modern FPGAs.
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VIII. ARCHITECTURAL DEPENDENT CODE GENERATION

In this section, we briefly discuss a code generator which
generates code for the presented implementation. As ARM
is prominent in embedded systems, we will focus on
native−trees, i f − else− trees and DN F−trees.

A. Code Generator

Given a trained decision tree classifier or random forest
classifier, we wish to generate an efficient implementation
of that classifier for a given architecture, without changing
its accuracy. For CPUs, we can either use the ISA of a
processor directly by the means of assembler or use a higher
level language such as C/C++. Since compiler optimization
can help improving the overall throughput we generate C++
code for a given architecture and compile this for the specific
processor at hand.

For FPGAs we can either directly generate VHDL
code or use C/C++ code as a basis and perform high level
synthesis. VHDL offers fine control over the generated code
and gives us full control over the FPGAs resources. C/C++
on the other hand lets the high level synthesis tool utilize the
block ram and DPS units to the fullest, as it generates board
specific code. Additionally, we can structure the generated
C/C++ code so that the high level synthesis tool is able to
perform further optimizations (c.f. [29]). Thus, as a first step
we will use C/C++ code in combination with a high level
synthesis tool for FPGA code generation. We implemented the
code generator in python with code templates in C/C++.
The code generator loads a decision tree or random forest from
sklearn3 into an internal structure and automatically detects
necessary data ranges for features and splits. Additionally, it is
possibly to load trees and forests directly from JSON files.

The generated implementation can then be compiled using
a standard C/C++ compiler or the high level synthesis tool.

B. Recommendation for FACT

So far, we presented and discussed all implementations
independent from each other. In this section, we want to
shortly compare the implementations with each other and
provide a hardware and implementation recommendation for
filtering of sensor data in the context of FACT.

The FACT telescope performs 300 measurements per sec-
ond with 1440 sensors, each with a 12−bit resolution [2]
resulting in a data rate of 4.944 Mbps. For filtering-out
unwanted events, we trained a random forest classifiers with
NT rees = 50 decision trees on N = 6000 training instances
containing unnormalized raw data. To improve the quality
of the trees, we prepared the training data to contain 50%
of background noise and 50% wanted events. We used the
sklearn-learn library for tree induction. Each tree contains an
average of 1349 nodes and roughly 675 different paths from
the root node to a leaf node. A 10-fold cross-validation shows,
that the trained ensemble offers a prediction accuracy close to
80% for gamma-hadron separation.

However, for filtering we are more interested in the number
of correctly filtered events. Since we do not want filter-out

3http://scikit-learn.org/

interesting events, we only discard an element, if the random
forest classifiers is certain in its classification. We interpret
the number of positive and negative labels in the leafs of a
decision tree as the probability of the respective class. For
the forest, we can average this probability for all trees, giving
a prediction reliability for the class. Thus, we only filter out
events, in which the predicted class receives a probability of
at least 0.68.

This way, we can filter out roughly 12% of the data
before further processing, while performing no misclassifica-
tion reducing the data rate to 4.35 Mbps.

The question remains, which hardware and which imple-
mentation would be the best fit for the trees given. First we will
compare the implementations based on the theoretical analysis:

Judging by the number of clock cycles, the FPGA clearly
seems to be at an advantage, if we either implement i f − else
trees or one of the SIMD derivatives. For i f − else trees we
need n · rle + n · ⌈ sw

t

⌉ + d · sw = 1349 · (⌈ 6·12
6

⌉ + 1) + 1349 ·
12 + 1440 ·12 = 51005 CLBs per tree. Therefore, we identify
that i f − else simply will not fit into smaller FPGAs.

In case of SIMD derivatives, we see that dn f − trees will
also not fit, since they use more CLBs compared to i f −
else trees. The amount of resources needed by a SIMD tree
depends on v. Using v = 8, we see that a tree needs 8 ·
raddr + 8 · (

⌈ 6·12
6

⌉ + 1) + 8 · 1 + 1348 · node_t + 2 cdot2 ·
12 + 2 ·12 + 1440 ·12 = 8 · raddr + 1348 ·nodet + 17464 logic
blocks. Since we have 1348 nodes in a tree, we need at least
11 bits to index each node. In order to index 1440 features,
we also need 11 bits. Thus we can assume, that node_t ≈ 47.
Therefore, a SIMD implementation on FPGAs needs at least
1348 · 47 + 17464 = 80820 CLBs, which is also unlikely to
fit on smaller FPGAs.

Thus, we conclude, that for the particular problem at
hand, FPGAs cannot be employed. In case of a classical
CPU, we find that i f − else trees offer a fast and reliable
clock delay. For the presented trees, we see that we need
4 · 13 + 1 = 53 clock cycles on average, leading to a total
of 2650 clocks needed to compute the complete forest. Since
300 measurements are needed to be evaluated per second,
we need a processor with at least 795000 H z = 0.795 Mhz.
Thus, a small, embedded system with ≈ 1 Mhz clock speed
will do the job.

C. Experiments for FACT

In order to critically evaluate the presented theoretical
model, we compare three different implementations for FACT
using the Zedboard4 The Zedboard contains an ARM Cortex-
A9 with 666 Mhz, 512 Mb DDR RAM and 512 Kb cache.
Additionally, this board contains a Xilinx Artix-7 Z-7020
FPGA with 53200 lookup tables, 106400 flip-flops (FF) in
total combined with 4.9 Mb block ram and 220 DSP units. The
Zedboard contains four Adavanced eXtensibel Interface (AXI)
ports, each running at 142 Mhz with 32 bit word sizes leading
to a aggregated bandwidth up to 3.8 GB/s.

We used the software SDSoC in version 2016.2 to
run and compile the experiments. Power consumption was

4http://zedboard.org/
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TABLE I

THROUGHPUT COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
RANDOM FORESTS AND DECISION TREES. LARGER IS BETTER

TABLE II

RESOURCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF

RANDOM FORESTS AND DECISION TREES. SMALLER IS BETTER

estimated using Vivado in version 2016.2. All experi-
ments where performed in the standalone mode of this board,
so that no operating system is involved during measurements.
We activated the most aggressive optimizations -O3. FPGA
implementations are clocked with 100 Mhz giving an actual
bandwidth of up to 1.6 GB/s.

Table I depicts the average classification throughput in
measurments per millisecond for a random forest and for a
single decision tree. All tests were repeated 20 times.

One can observe that the i f − else trees offer the highest
throughput for single trees, as well as for random forests.
Native tree implementations also do fairly well on the CPU,
whereas dn f − trees offer the smallest throughput.

Looking at the FPGA, we first see that the random forest
implementations did not fit onto the FPGA. Thus, the cor-
responding entries in Table I are missing. The decision tree
implementations all fit on the FPGA with a throughput ranging
from 1100 to 1480, where i f − else trees are the fastest and
dn f −trees the slowest implementation.

Table II depicts the resource usage of all implementations.
For the FPGA we depict the resource usage reported by the
synthesis tool. For the CPU, we present the binary size, which
is loaded by the first-stage bootloader directly after power-
on of the board. Please note, that since the board is used in
standalone mode, the binary contains all necessary libraries,
e.g. functions for time measurements and output over UART.

One can see, that the native−tree uses the least resources
fitting up to 40 trees of a random forest onto the FPGA. The
dn f -trees as well as i f − else trees also fit nicely on the
FPGA, but use more resources than native-trees. With this
implementation, one could roughly fit 5 trees on the FPGA.

Looking at the CPU, one can observe that the binary sizes
are around 1.3 MB to 2.4 MB. The dn f -tree forest implemen-
tation is an exception in this regard with 6.8 MB. Last, table
III displays the power consumption of all models. It is well

TABLE III

POWER CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT RANDOM FORESTS AND
DECISION IMPLEMENTATIONS. SMALLER IS BETTER

established that the complete zedboard uses around 4 − 6 W
in total [30], [31]. This also takes peripheral devices such
audio controller or VGA controller into account, which are
not needed during deployment for FACT. Therefore, we want
to focus on the energy consumption of the ARM processor as
well as the FPGA. Direct measuring of these quantities is diffi-
cult, because these parts are integrated on the board, so that we
will rely on the estimations of the power consumption given
by the synthesis tool. We report all estimates for the maximum
power consumption during full load. The complete chip uses in
total less than 2 W in all configurations, from which the ARM
processor uses 1.53 W. The FPGA implementations greatly
vary in power consumption ranging from 0.008W to 0.068W,
but are all two to three magnitudes lower than what the ARM
processor needs.

Using the throughput measurements from table I, we com-
pute the amount of energy needed to process one measurement.
Here one can observe, that on the ARM the i f − else
implementation offers smallest power consumption because of
the large throughput of this implementation. On the FPGA
however, the native implementation dominates, as this also
uses the least resources. All in all, we see that the FPGA -
despite smaller throughput - wins in terms of energy per
element for all implementations.

IX. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated when to use FPGAs and
when to use CPUs. We evaluated the classical von-Neumann
CPU architecture and presented a simple model of computa-
tion. In a similar fashion, we examined the characteristics of
FPGAs and formulated a theoretical model also for them.

We specifically focused on random forests and decision
trees and presented different implementation schemes for each
architecture. Based on our theoretical model, it is now possible
to estimate the number of clock cycles needed for a given tree
taking the distribution of observations into account.

This theoretical model is the first step towards the analysis
of different algorithms on an architectural basis without the
need of implementing or synthesising the algorithms directly.
In future work we plan to extend this model taking caching
effects and multi-threading into account.

We applied our theoretical analysis in the context of
astro-particle physics, namely for the FACT telescope. Here,
we showed, that the learned random forests do not fit onto
FPGAs. In contrast, a small embedded system clocked at
roughly 1Mhz offers enough computational power to filter
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the FACT data, if all trees are unrolled into their i f − else
structure.

We validated our theoretical model with experiments on real
world hardware. The experiments’ results largely follow our
theoretical model, but also display potential for further work.

First, the presented theoretical model does not exactly match
the throughput measured, but it underestimates the CPU.
As argued, the evaluation of i f − else trees for the ran-
dom forest need 2650 clock cycles. Looking at the achieved
throughput, we see that the implementation only needs around
854 clock cycles, which is roughly 3 times faster than
expected. The difference can be explained by the lack of
pipelining in our theoretical model. Further work is to enhance
the model accordingly. It has to be noted, however, that our
model still captures the relative differences between imple-
mentations and thus still can be used to determine the fastest
implementation.

Second, in terms of the FPGAs resource usage, our model
also needs some adjustments with respect to the optimizations
of the synthesis tool, which we did not consider in our model.
Additionally, one can argue that parts of a tree can be reused
in some fashion, e.g. reusing feature indices, which is also not
reflected by our model.

Last, we have seen that FPGAs are clearly the best approach
in terms of energy consumption per element. The reasons
for this are quite clear, as the FPGA is slower clocked and
does not need to decode or fetch instructions, but perform
classifications directly. From this point of view, FPGAs are
a good alternative for implementing decision trees, when it
comes to energy consumption per element, if they can keep
up with the high volume of data.

Therefore, we conclude this paper with the following rec-
ommendations:

• high-throughput application: We showed that von-
Neumann CPUs combined with an i f − else imple-
mentation offers the highest throughput with reasonable
energy consumption per element. Hence, we recommend
this approach for applications with an emphasis on
throughput.

• low power application: We showed, that FPGAs com-
bined with a native implementation offer the smallest
power consumption per element with acceptable through-
put. Thus, we recommend this approach for applications
with an emphasis on power consumption.
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